
 

 

COMPETITION RESULTS 

 

MONTHLY GALLERY RIFLE AND PISTOL SHOOT 30 JUNE 2019 

 

The sun came out to greet us as we arrived on the range this morning for our monthly gallery rifle and 

pistol shoot. The shoot format was the 25m Precision (25P) card. Unlimited sighting shots on the first 

card and then thirty scoring shots in three strings of ten rounds fired at a distances of 25 metres, with 

the highest possible score of 300x300-30x's. This competition is shot double handed. There were 

seven competitors and seven entries, which is good for this time of year, due to holidays in faraway 

places for most. Due to no riflemen attending, the rifle competition was not held. First place in the 

pistol iron sights went to Sylvester with a score of 247. The 'Red Dot' sights was won by Sean Mc 

with a score of 280 and the centre fire shoot was won by Simon with a score of 205. I wish to thank 

Tom for standing in as RO to allow me to shoot and also thank all the competitors who took part. The 

competition results are below. 

Our next monthly gallery rifle and pistol event will take place on Sunday morning 28th July with the 

first competition shots away at 10:30. The format will be the Multi Target. This shoot will be part of 

our 'Jubilee Weekend' that will be held on the Saturday and Sunday 27th - 28th July. I look forward to 

seeing you all then. 

 

 

25M PRECISION (25P) - SMALL BORE PISTOL OPEN SIGHTS (HPS 300) 

 

Sylvester D           247 

Anthony F            233 

Ed          P            189 

Maurice B            182 

 

 



25M PRECISION (25P) - SMALL BORE PISTOL RED DOT SIGHTS (HPS 300) 

 

Sean     Mc           280 

 

25M PRECISION (25P) - SMALL BORE PISTOL RED DOT SIGHTS (HPS 300) 

 

Simon   B               205 

Trevor  J                148 

 

 

 

 

 

Anthony F 

Gallery Rifle and Pistol Section 

 


